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Dear Reader, 
           
If you would like to share your memo-
rable experiences with us, please feel 
free to contact us with your write ups, 
articles, anecdotes, photos and others. 
Good pictures will be acknowledged 
and published in the Reader’s Click 
section. For the Travel Humour section, 
you can send us any travel related funny 
photos or sketches.
                 
For more about us, visit our website: 
www.touriositytravel.com and 
www.thetouriosity.com
           
Send us your feedback at:
touriosity2012@gmail.com or
ttmag.english@gmail.com
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Aline Dobbie, UK;
Grete Howard, UK;
Arup Chowdhury, Kolkata;
Anupam Chanda, Kolkata;
Alok Ganguly, Kolkata;
Dr Paritosh Nandi, Kolkata;
Sanghamitra, Kolkata;
Rupanjana De, Kolkata;

Illustrations By: 
Joaquin Gonzalez Dorao, Spain; 

COVER PHOTO: 
The island of Brač in Croatia

Photo by Josip Novosel, Croatia

The views and opinions expressed in the 
articles are solely those of the writers and 
contributors. Touriosity Travelmag is not 
responsible for any personal views ex-
pressed by the authors or contributors.

For travellers and adventure aficionados island vacations are becoming 

increasingly popular. The exuberant verdure of pristine islands hypnotizes 

travellers, the fresh country air rejuvinates the mind and the body. Add-

ing to the charm of the paradisiacal lands are the tropical fish and coral 

gardens. In most touristy islands, those willing to indulge in some activi-

ties and adventure sports also get ample opportunity for an adrenaline 

rush, with hiking, kayaking, windsurfing, snorkelling, scuba diving and 

more. This issue is dedicated to such islands and island holidays. It cov-

ers some of the most beautiful, and yet unexplored islands of the world. 
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Rupanjana De

AN APPEAL TO TOURISTS

The world is gradually opening up to tourism but there’s 
nothing wrong in taking precautions and waiting for 
some more time before setting sail. It is important for 
all those who are eligible to get vaccinated first, as soon 
as possible. Travel can wait for some more time. Let us 
not make any hurried plans yet. LET’S BE RESPONSIBLE 
TOURISTS. 
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Islands have a mystery about them that has always evoked curiosity in humankind. The unspoilt natural beauty of desolate islands 

captures the heart and mind of jaded travellers. To add to that, the fresh air in these lands far away from manmade pollution soothes 

the skin and rejuvenates the body and mind. The hospitality of the simple and warm-hearted islanders enhances the otherworldly 

experience. In each corner there’s soothingly bucolic vista of bays, lagoons and unadulterated country aura. Adding to the charm of 

the paradisiacal lands are the tropical fish and coral gardens. In most touristy islands, those willing to indulge in some activities and 

adventure sports get ample opportunity for an adrenaline rush, with hiking, kayaking, windsurfing, snorkelling and scuba diving. Those 

intending to wish away the time relaxing may simply head to the beaches to top off the tan since most of the islands of the world have 

been bestowed with serene beaches. Many prefer to enjoy an afternoon siesta in a glass-bottomed water villa, and wake up to watch 

the golden sun going down the horizon casting its magical spell. All you need in the evening for the perfect finish to a magical day is a 

candle light dinner right of delectable sea-food platter and the right drinks on the beach.

Together these give shape to a dream holiday that beckons us. The urge to feast the wearied eyes on this serene beauty and medley of 

attractions takes over us. The soul craves for the simplicity that is long lost from the lives of city dwellers like us. And we want to escape 

right away, to a world without desktops or laptops, devoid of deadlines and the constantly buzzing phone. What else does one need to 

rejuvenate the soul? That’s an idyllic world, sans worries and tensions, without any haste and no regrets at all for living life. 

The isolated landmasses that dot the vast oceans and seas of the world like the leaves of lotus flower are true treasure troves of 

natural wonders. They lie miles away from the mainland and have over the centuries developed customs and cultures so very unique 

to themselves. In a pandemic-struck world they bring all the more respite to travelers. To those that cannot travel now due to travel 

restrictions, even reading about these faraway pristine destinations would bring a lot of happiness and hope. So, we decided on hav-

ing a ‘dreamy’ issue this time. After two issues dedicated to islands back in 2013 and 2014 respectively, this is our third issue focused 

entirely on Islands. 

During the entire period of this Covid-19 pandemic, we at Touriosity 

have made an attempt to help our readers relax sitting at home, since 

travel has been largely restricted and social distancing being the norm 

of the day. With that idea we have brought issues on remote and 

unreachable places of the world, places about which it is more fun 

to read. There have been issues on rediscovering our own country, 

cuisine tours and so on. Likewise, this issue is an attempt to take our 

readers to a magical land far away from worries. 

In this issue we have an article with beautiful photos from the lesser 

known pristine Croatian islands. There is an article on the otherworld-

ly islands of the Portuguese Azores. A detailed travelogue on the An-

daman and Nicobar islands makes the issue look complete. In the 

Artist’s Impression section we have a pictorial illustration of Eastern 

Turkey for our readers this time.

It seems the world is healing after all. We hope all our readers are 

taking precautions and staying safe. Vaccination is important and its 

a good news that all over the world vaccination against Covid-19 is 

going on at a fast pace. Our gratitude lies for all the frontline workers 

and service providers who are continuing to make our lives easier. 

We hope our readers will find this issue interesting and helpful. Send 

us your feedback at ttmag.english@gmail.com. Take care and be safe!

Happy reading!
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To make your reading through TOURIOSITY 
TRAVELMAG better, here’s presenting a quick 
glance at the various sections and features in 
the magazine.

DESTINATION
It introduces the readers to various destinations 
in India with an emphasis on at least one desti-

nation from each region. It provides an in-depth informa-
tion on the locations. In addition, there is also handy tour-
ist information to help our readers plan ahead of trips.

AN ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
A travelling artist makes it to faraway lands 
and brings memories in the form of impressive 

water colour paintings. This section is a visual treat and 
interesting to read at the same time. 

FEATURE
Here we bring to our readers an article based 
on the theme of the issue not necessarily focus-

sing on travelling or travel information. 

MEMOIRS OF A BACKPACKER
A new adventure every time in an entirely new 
place across the globe by a solo female back-

packer. We follow the locals she meets, the unusual things 
she comes across, the surprises she gets and the problems 
she faces in her journeys with a backpack across the world.

TRAVELOGUE
In this section we bring travel experiences of one of 
our readers from popular places around the world. 

PHOTO TRAVELOGUE
Here we bring to our readers a travelogue in 
photos.

GLOBETROTTER’S DIARY 
This section explores the world of a globetrot-
ter, whose passion is to travel, travel and travel 

more. It brings to readers unique facts and information 
from remote corners of the world. 

PHOTO FEATURE
In photo feature, we cover the theme of a particu-
lar issue in photographs from one of our readers. 

SNAPSHOT 
This section is an ideal one for quick browsing. 
It provides interesting information from across 

the globe with a focus on the theme of the issue.

AT A GLANCE 
A quick look at a destination. Here, we bring 
to our readers locations from the lesser beaten 

paths in otherwise popular touristy regions.

POINT OF VIEW
Here we bring to our readers useful articles 
with offbeat content. The idea is to give you 

the stimulus for thinking. It covers important issues that 
are in some way connected to travel and tourism.

ADVENTURE
We present here stories of unique adventures 
undertaken by our readers in some part of the 

world with a focus on the issue theme.

MOUNTAINEERING / TREKKING
This section focuses solely on trekking and 
mountaineering adventures across the world.

COUNTRYSCAPE / CITYSCAPE
Here we introduce a new country / city each 
time. We bring to our readers facts and photos 

of people, culture, locales, tourist places, food and tradi-
tions of a country / city. Our aim is to take our readers on 
a magical journey of an unseen land. 
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Croatian Islands

Croatia offers a wide range of attrac-
tions for tourists to explore. There’s 
history, culture, cuisine as well as nat-
ural beauty. Yet it remains a highly un-
derrated country in Europe. Of all the 

attractions here, its islands are probably 
the most unmissable. The Croatian Archi-

pelago, with a total of 718 islands, 389 islets 
and 78 reefs, is the largest in the Adriatic Sea. This article 

brings to you some amazing glimpses from these idyllic 
islands along with details on what to expect while on a 
holiday there. 

Portuguese Azores

The Azores archipelago is an autono-
mous region of Portugal. It is located 
in Macaronesia region of the Atlantic 
Ocean and is composed of 9 pristine 
volcanic islands and a cluster of islets. 
This article is about three beautiful is-
lands of the Central group - São Jorge, 
Pico and Faial. The article comes with beauti-
ful images of these volcanic islands and lists all the at-
tractions that a visitor must see during a trip to them.
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Islands of the World

Warm bluish-turquoise water, soft 
golden or white sand, coconut palms 
bending towards the ocean, virgin 
tropical forests and tangerine sun-
sets define most of the spectacu-
lar islands that have been included 

in this issue of Touriosity. This article 
brings to our readers a photo feature of 

more than 10 islands from around the world.
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Emerald Islands of Andaman

An island issue of Touriosity can-
not be complete without a good 
article about our very own An-
daman and Nicobar Islands. This 
travelogue fills the gap and brings 
to our readers information about 
many islands forming part of this Union 
Territory of India. There’s history, culture, natu-
ral beauty, adventure, great cuisine and so much 
more here. 

Artist’s Impression of Turkey

This article has nothing to do with islands 
for sure. But as usual, Spanish Watercol-
our artist Joaquin Gonzalez Dorao has 
brought to as a pictorial narrative of his 
trip to many places in Eastern Turkey 

this time. The vibrant illustrations in wa-
tercolour seem to bring alive the beautiful 

destinations and the narrative transports us 
to the place altogether.
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The Croatian Archipelago is the largest in the Adriatic Sea and 
the second largest in the Mediterranean Sea, after the Greek Ar-
chipelago. The Croatian Archipelago on the Adriatic Sea consists 
of a total of 718 islands, 389 islets and 78 reefs. Of these islands, 
about 67 were inhabited, but the population in the islands have 
dwindled due to decline in economic activity leaving only 47 
islands inhabited as on date. Some of these islands have been 
inhabited for more than 5,500 years, meaning even before the era 
of the ancient Greece. 

Picture perfect coastline dominated by pink-roofed buildings by 
the side of a dark blue ocean against the backdrop of a mesmeris-
ing blue sky dotted with patches of white clouds is exactly what 
you can expect in a typical Croatian island. As the bright sun in 
the sky above reflects on the sea below the water glistens to caste 
a magic spell around.

Croatia is one of the smaller countries of Europe; that however 
doesn’t make it devoid of attractions.  It offers a wide range of 
attractions for tourists to explore. Nevertheless it remains a highly 
underrated country in Europe. While historic cities like Dubrovnik 

still gets some visitors from this part of the world, the real gem 
in the country that remains totally unexplored are its islands. It 
wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that some of the best islands 
in all of Europe are located in the Croatian Archipelago. Most of 
these islands are easily accessible from bigger and touristy cities 
like Split and Dubrovnik by ferry or other small boats. 

While visiting Croatia a tour of the islands Of the many islands 
some of the largest and most popular ones are Hvar, Cres, Brač, 
Krk and Vis. The following is a brief account of what to expect in 
these islands:

Brač Island

Brač, the longest and the third largest among the Adriatic islands, 
is known mainly for its crystal-clear waters. Its white stone has 
been famously used in building many structures in Croatia. Of 
the many places to visit on this island the beautiful coastal village 
of Pucisca and Splitska village is a must visit. The Supetar Bay, 
beaches around Lovrecina Bay and the white-pebble Zlatni Rat 
Beach on the Golden Horn are not to be missed. Vidova Gora is 
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the peak of the island as also the high-
est point of all the islands on the Adriatic 
Sea. It presents a panoramic view around 
and across the Adriatic Sea. Hiking to this 
peak is an important activity. Supetar is 
the main town in this island and has a 
horseshoe shaped beach. Bol is the most 
beautiful town in the island of Brač. Its 
Old Town, beautiful harbour and pristine 
beaches are particularly impressive. 

Brač can be reached from Split by ferry 
and Dubrovnik by road and ferry. In the 
island there are many accommodations 
overlooking the sea.

Vis Island

Vis is the name of an island as well as a 
town. It is the farthest inhabited Adriatic 
island off the Croatian mainland. Vis town is 
the oldest town in all of Dalmatia and Greek 
Tyrant Dionysius I of Syracuse is said to have 

the islands of Brač and Korcula, Hvar is an 
island as well as a town. It is considered 
one of the three best islands of Croatia. 
With a population a little over eleven thou-
sand people, Hvar is the fourth most popu-
lated Croatian island. It is a great place 
to explore Croatian history and cultural 
heritage. Hvar believed to be populated 
since 3500 BC. The Greek Tyrant Dionysius 
I of Syracuse established a colony on the 
Hvar Island in the 4th century BC.

Some of the attractions in Hvar Island are 
the Old Town of Hvar, the Dubovica Beach, 
the 16th century Franciscan Monastery of 

1. The Bol town in the island of Brač;

2. A view of the Brač Island;

3. Katedrala sv. Stjepana I or the Hvar Cathedral 

of St. Stephen;

4. The coastal town of Komiza on the island of 

Vis;

5. Another view of the island of Brač.

established a colony here in 397 BC. Until 
recently Vis was not accessible to tourists. 

The most famous attraction of Vis is the 
Stiniva Beach that is regarded as one of 
the best beaches in Europe. Its turquoise 
waters and unique location adds to the 
charm. In Vis town there are remains of an 
ancient city wall and a public bath. The Le-
vaman Fortress currently houses a museum 
that displays ancient relics. The white 
pebble Srebrna Beach also deserves a 
visit. Another very interesting place to visit 
nearby is the Blue Cave located on Biševo 
Island off the southwestern tip of Vis.

This island is located less about 50 km 
from Split and is reachable by ferry journey 
that lasts for a about two and half hours.

Hvar Island

Located off the Dalmatian coast, between 
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Our Lady of Grace with a 300 years old cypress, the Hvar Fortress 
that provides the best views of Hvar and the Pakleni Islands and 
the Hvar Cathedral. Other important beaches of Hvar are Lucisca, 
Sveta Nedjelja and Jerolim beach. The Grapceva Caves dating 
from the Neolithic period and the beautiful lavender fields are 
some other attractions of Hvar. The Pakleni Archipelago located 
east of Hvar is also worth visiting during a trip to Hvar. Traditional 
cuisine of Hvar is also not to be missed.

Hvar can be reached from Split or Dubrovnik. By ferry from Split 
Hvar is only an hour away. From Dubrovnik a ferry ride to Hvar 
takes about 3 and half hours. In Hvar there are hotels and apart-
ments for overnight stay that also come with spectacular views of 
the sea as well as great food.

Cres Island

This island is located in the northern corner of the Adriatic Sea 
and is accessible by ferry from the city of Rijeka. In the island 
there is also a town called Cres. The island was part of the Vene-
tian Empire for almost 800 years, before going under the rule 
of the Astro-Hungarian Empire. After the First World War, Cres 
came under Italian rule. After the Second World War it became 
part of Yugoslavia. It gained independence only when Croatia 
became an independent country in 1991.  Due to change of rul-
ers so many times, the island presents a diversity that is one of its 
biggest attractions. 
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Some of the places worth checking out in Cres are 
the Old Town of Cres, the Lake Vrana and the pris-
tine beaches. It is known for a 16th century Venetian 
Tower and Arsan Palace which currently houses a 
museum of relics, weapons and costumes. Cres also 
has stunning landscape. Cres is one of the larger 
islands in Croatia and offers many activities as well as 
stay options.

Cres can only be reached by a ferry and the nearest 
place to take one from is Rijeka.

Krk Island

This is the largest Croatian island located close to 
Rijeka in the mainland and is accessible by a bridge. 
It is also the northernmost island in the Adriatic Sea. 
Its proximity and easy accessibility also makes it the 

Photos:

These are from the Pachamama Beach in Hvar Island. The 

photos depict the beauty of the place, the delectable cuisine 

and options for stay for visitors coming to this island. The 

Pachamama Beach is located in the countryside and is sur-

rounded by ancient olive trees. 
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finally the Italians. This has resulted in diversity of attractions in 
this island. 

The island also has a town by the name of Krk. The island is 
full of cultural and historical heritages and gastronomic attrac-
tions. The cathedral in Krk dating back to the 5th century is an 
important attraction. So is the Biserujka Cave and the monastery 
museum. The island has many beautiful beaches and swimming 
bays, one of the best ones being the Baška Beach. There are 
many restaurants and pubs as well.

The Rijeka Airport of Croatia is actually situated in the island of 
Krk. Hence accessibility of this island is easy.

Other Islands

Every island in Croatia is a unique experience. Apart from the 
above five, there are many other important islands to visit in the 
Croatian archipelago. Some of these islands are Dugi Otok, Šolta, 
Sveti Klement, Sveti Andrija, Pag, Rab, Mljet, Primosten, Krapanj, 
Kornati, Korčula, Galesnjak and so on. Most of these are known 
for agriculture, vineyards, fishing and tourism. There are ferry pro-
viders who offer multiple island packages. Island hopping in Croa-
tia can therefore be great fun and is quite affordable too. The most 
popular island hopping route is Split to Dubrovnik that goes via 
Brač, Hvar and Korčula. This is also the best way to see Dalmatia.

most visited Croatian island. Archeological findings suggest that 
the island has been continuously inhabited since the Neolithic Age. 
The island has come under various rulers as various points in history 
like the Avars, Frankopans, Venetians Empire, Habsburg Empire and 

1. Harbour in the island of Cres;

2. Biking trail in Cres Island;  3. In a village of Cres;

4. The Krk Island;

5. Many local service providers provide biking tours of Cres.
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The Azores archipelago located in the Macaronesia region of the 
Atlantic Ocean is composed of 9 pristine volcanic islands and an 
islet cluster. The Azores is an autonomous region of Portugal. This 
archipelago lies 1,400 km west of Lisbon and about 1,500 km 
northwest of Morocco. 

Each of the Azorean islands have some speciality but the common 
features of all islands are dramatic landscapes, green pastures, 
blue hydrangeas, volcanic peaks, fajãs, lagoons, fishing villages 
and plantations. The islands are divided into three main groups. 
The western group consists of the islands of Flores and Corvo, the 
Central group consists of the islands of Graciosa, Terceira, São 
Jorge, Pico and Faial and the Eastern group has the islands of São 
Miguel, Santa Maria and the Formigas islets. This article is about 
three islands of the Central group - São Jorge, Pico and Faial.

São Jorge

São Jorge is a long and narrow island in the Azores archipelago 
with unspoilt natural beauty and lush greenery. It is dotted with 
rocky cliffs, natural pools and spectacular fajãs (flat extension of 
land close to the sea level at the foot of the volcanic cliffs). The 
island is 53 km long and only 8 km wide resulting in a spectacular 
aerial view. Running through the centre is a high plateau dotted 
with several volcanic peaks. At the foot of each cliff there is a fajã, 
and because of the number of volcanic peaks in this island, the 
island has the maximum number of fajãs as compared to the other 
Azorean islands, all of which share this common feature. To give 
it a number for better understanding, there are 46 fajãs in São 
Jorge. These were essentially formed by flowing lavas, and hence 
are very fertile. So these fajãs are used for plantation purposes. 
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São Jorge is a great place for activities like diving, sailing, surfing, kayaking, 
paragliding, horseback riding, swimming and big game fishing. The waves at 
Fajã da Caldeira di Santo Cristo are regarded as ideal for surfing. Spelunking, 
walking, mountain biking and canyoning are some other activities to involve in 
here. The island is also a paradise for bird watchers. São Jorge is also good for 
trekking and visitors coming here often spend a few days exploring the island on 
foot. The fajãs are good for trekking but getting down is tricky and challenging. 
If you want to avoid trekking and yet see all the fajãs, a good option is to take a 
boat ride around the island. But sometimes even getting a boat can take days, so 
one should be prepared for a long stay for proper exploration of the island. 

Sao Jorge is well known for its local cheese and Santa Catarina tuna. So if you 
are here, do not miss out on them either.

São Jorge is 15 km away from the nearest island of Pico and the two are sepa-
rated by the Pico-São Jorge Channel. The three islands of the central group are 
also often called the ‘Triangle’.

Pico

Pico is the second largest and the newest island of the Azores, with its forma-
tion dating about 3,00,000 years. This island has the highest peak in the Azores. 

1. A view of the Faial Island;

2. A glimpse of the Pico Island 

from Faial;

3. The São Jorge island;

4. A view of a fajã in São 
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Some of the fajãs of São Jorge have their own speciality and are re-
garded as the most beautiful ones. For example the Fajã da Caldeira 
di Santo Cristo is a protected national reserve with an underground 
cave, the Fajã dos Cubres is known for its crystal clear lagoon while 
Fajã do Ouvidor is popular for its beautiful natural swimming pool.

Apart from the fajãs the island has many other attractions. The 
highest point on the island is the Pico da Esperança and Ponta dos 
Rosais is known for an abandoned lighthouse and amazing views 
of the islands of Pico Faial, Graciosa and Flores. The famous Sineira 
Tower that resisted a volcanic eruption that destroyed everything 
else around, is also worth seeing. 

Jorge; 

5,6. Otherworldly landscapes 

at São Jorge island;

7,8. Fajãs at the foot of vol-

canic cliffs in São Jorge.
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years. There are also several lagoons all across 
Pico. There is also an old lighthouse and an 
old windmill. For those interested in museums, 
there is a wine museum and a whale museum 
in Pico. There are also some beautiful churches 
from the 16th century. 

Pico is located only 6 km from Faial.

Faial

This island in the Azores archipelago is con-
sidered as the westernmost point of Europe. 
It is also called the ‘Blue Island’ due to the 
presence of hydrangeas in abundance here. Its 
highest peak is the Cabeço Gordo (1,043m), 
a volcano with a very deep and wide caldera. 
The volcano offers breathtaking views and one 
can go on a 3 km trek to it. The trek itself is 
through a beautiful blue hydrangea-lined road.

Horta, the largest town of Faial has a lot of 
attractions for visitors. A trip to Faial is not 
complete without a visit to the Marina di Horta 
where one can see a great open air exhibition 
of paintings made on the jetty by the passing 
sailors for good luck. These paintings are a 
result of a local belief that any boat passing 
by this Marina without leaving a souvenir will 
meet with bad luck. At the Marina one can 
also enjoy the view of rows of yachts moored. 
Many international regattas are held here 
every year and this marina acts as either the 
starting or the finishing point. There is also 
a Scrimshaw museum in Horta. Here one 
finds on display an interesting collection of 
works made using various parts of whales like 
engravings on teeth or bones that are inspired 
by these giant creatures of the sea. Faial island 
also has beautiful beaches like the Praia do 
Almoxarife, Playa Norte, Playa Varadouro and 
Playa Porto Pim. 

1. Pico Island seen from the top of the volcano on the Faial Island;

2. The crystal clear waters of Pico;

3. A view from the island of Pico;

4. The lighthouse at Faial; 

5. The Chapel of Our Lady of Livramento in the village of Velas in 

the island of São Jorge.

The Ponta do Pico volcano is the highest mountain (2,351m) in all of Portugal and 
the highest elevation in the mid-Atlantic Ridge. Trekking to the Pico Mountain is 
popular with visitors. Although the trek is difficult and long, it is not impossible for 
those in good health, with comfortable shoes and having strong determination. 

The island is 42 km long and 15 km wide at the widest part. This is an otherworldly 
place where, as they say, dolphins and whales can be seen swimming in the blue 
waters. The islets off the Pico island are known for scuba diving and fishing.  

Pico is also home to very unique volcanic vineyards and wine cellars that have made 
to the UNESCO World Heritage list. Another attraction here is the Gruta de Torres or 
the Lava tunnel, the largest in Portugal with a length of 5150m and an age of 1,500 
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You are likely to see benefits in the areas of work and health, as well as daily routines. Love and romance may come into your life or an exist-
ing romance is enhanced with good humor and warmth. Your life is livelier than usual, but not hectic, and this allows you to enjoy yourself.  

Places to visit: Darjeeling - Surrounded with lush tea plantations that are known across the globe, this scenic hill station is beauty at 
its best. 

Middle East - Most vacations in Middle East include visits to a range of archaeological and religious sites, notably in places like 
Turkey, Israel, and Jordan.

Favorable Dates: Sep 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24                    Favorable Colors: Yellow & Grey

You are likely to see benefits, and experience growth, in the areas of romance, pleasure, creative expression, hobbies, entertainment, 
and children. Your fair share of fun, romance, and good times are in store. Your willingness to enjoy yourself and explore your creativ-
ity now brings new opportunities

Places to visit: Munnar - This town is at the confluence of three rivers Kundaly, Madhurapuzha and Nallathani and visitors can 
also try out trekking, mountaineering, fishing and so on.

Ukraine - For architecture lovers it has a massive array on offer, including Gothic towers, wooden churches, and looming Stalinist constructions.

Favorable Dates: Sep 7, 9, 16, 18, 25, 27                   Favorable Colors: Red & White

This is a time for putting yourself out there and for meeting your responsibilities. You are pointed in the direction of learning and mental 
endeavors. This phase enhances your ability to handle the details required to do a good job, and others become aware of your skills. 

Places to visit: Dhaka - The most important attractions of Dhaka are Lalbagh, Ahsan Manzil, Shaheed Minar, and the national as-
sembly of Bangladesh Jatiya Sangshad.

City Palace on the bank of lake Pichola in Udaipur - The balconies of the palace provide panoramic view of Jag Niwas, Jag Mandir 
on one side and on the other the city of Udaipur.

Favorable Dates: Sep 4, 5, 13, 14, 22, 23                     Favorable Colors: Yellow & Purple

This is a feel-good month that offers you opportunities to rise above petty concerns and to achieve a more balanced approach to 
your life. This is a time when you really enjoy life, appreciating the good things and rarely harping on the more inconvenient or an-
noying elements of life. 

Places to visit: Jericoacoara in Brazil has splendid scenery. Built between huge sand dunes and the sea, you can watch the sun rise 
in the ocean, due to its peninsular location.

Sibuta Lung is one of the most popular sites in Mizoram and offers a story of jilted love and lust for revenge.

Favorable Dates: Sep 1, 8, 10, 17, 19, 26                      Favorable Colors: Red & Brown

This is an excellent time to work on financial planning and strategy. Your ability to understand and accept anything that is deep in 
meaning or significant is enhanced now.

Places to visit: Tel Aviv - Tel Aviv is the second largest city in Israel. The city is one of the most startling cities in the world, a vibrant city 
where history springs back to the emergence of civilization.

Jim Corbett Wildlife Safari - Experience the exhilarating wildlife safari offered here. Closely admire the 400 species of flora and fauna 
that are found at the Jim Corbett Park. It is also an abode to the endangered Royal Bengal Tigers.

Favorable Dates: Sep 5, 8, 14, 17, 23, 26                     Favorable Colors: White & Purple

You may find great joy and reward in creative projects and hobbies. Pleasure-seeking activities, recreation, and amusement increase. You 
might meet somebody who deepens your intimate life in wonderful ways, opening you up to new ways of expressing yourself intimately.

Places to visit: Doha –- Many visitors visit Doha to indulge in exciting golf-related activities, go shopping at the souks, visit the desert 
for adrenaline-pumping activities and enjoy the pristine sandy beaches and sea views.

Pushkar - This little destination brags lot of places to enjoy, best in class resorts and has the Brahma Temple, which is one of its kind 
in the whole world. 

Favorable Dates: Sep 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24                      Favorable Colors: Yellow & Grey
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You have some good energy with you to express yourself creatively and originally, and your personal mag-
netism runs high. You can be very resourceful when it comes to recycling or using what you already own 
in different ways. 

Places to visit: Beirut – The modern Beirut boasts beautiful beaches, luxury hotels, trendy bars and clubs, fine 
restaurants and a wide variety of contemporary attractions.

Spiti - Visit this place and be awe-struck by the gigantic snow clad mountains and the captivating vistas. Anti-
quated monasteries like Dhankar and Lalung are the major attractions here.

Favorable Dates: Sep 1, 6, 10, 15, 19, 24                     Favorable Colors: Purple & White

You are likely to make changes in your life that break you out of your usual routines. You may make little 
changes to your personal appearance or to your mannerisms that reflect the changes going on inside. 

Places to visit: Cairo - This is a beautiful city that tempts travellers with fascinating architecture, plenty of history 
and culture, renowned archaeological spots to visit.   

Lonavala - Make your way through the misty mountains and the floating clouds for a perfect nature- kissed 
weekend. Escape to this paradise with the waterfalls and drive through the criss-cross ways and soak in the 
beauty of this region.

Favorable Dates: Sep 7, 8, 16, 16, 25, 26                     Favorable Colors: Red & White

You will dig deep into true motives and feelings about practical matters, and you have the chance to come 
to a harmonious position or stance. Partnerships fare better than more casual love relationships. 

Places to visit: Istanbul - There is always something to see and do in Istanbul, from shopping – hunting for 
bargains in small bazaars, festivals, Aghia Sophia, Blue Mosque, Topkapi Place and many more.

Ranthambore - The three lakes in the region of the recreation centre upgrade the aggregate excellence of the 
area. In this manner, the recreation centre and its encompassing can be drilled down as one of the significant 
spots to visit in Ranthambore.

Favorable Dates: Sep 3, 6, 12, 15, 24, 30                    Favorable Colors: White & Yellow

You can feel a stronger desire to succeed all on your own. You want to achieve on your own merits, but you 
also recognize the need for others or outside resources and talents so that you can excel. 

Places to visit: Riyadh - The city is immense and expansive, full of many stunning sights and exciting activities. 
The city combines the Arab tradition with imported western culture to become a megalopolis.

Kolad - This picturesque village lies of the banks of the Kundalika River which has slowly gained an attention 
for its stunning beauty.  With the gorgeous views and the quaint beauty Kolad has been becoming a hit among 
the people.

Favorable Dates: Sep 2, 5, 11, 14, 20, 23                       Favorable Colors: Blue & White

You can be making significant changes as you come to a better understanding of what it is you can and want 
to do in your work. This is a month in which you are more likely to establish, or solidify, a significant partner-
ship; or you could be enhancing an existing relationship. 

Places to visit: Cape Town in South Africa – It is famous for scenic beauty; celebrity beaches; Table Mountain; 
whale-watching; nightlife, food & wine; and a laid-back atmosphere.

The Charminar in Hyderabad -It is said to be built as a charm to ward off a deadly epidemic raging at that time. 
Visitors can view the architectural splendour inside the Charminar. 

Favorable Dates: Sep 4, 7, 13, 16, 22, 25                  Favorable Colors: Brown & Purple

You are more willing than usual to work diligently for money, and your natural talents are likely to be utilized 
more in the work you do, and appreciated by others. You may also try to put more value in the intangibles 
in life.  

Places to visit: Saudi Arabia - A trip to Saudi Arabia opens a world of possibilities for outdoor adventures, which 
include desert excursions by horse or camel, mountain climbing, cycling, and camping under the starry sky.

Manali - It is absolutely perfect for thrill seekers with the wide range of adventure sports that are on offer in 
Manali.  

Favorable Dates: Sep 3, 8, 12, 17, 21, 26                   Favorable Colors: Yellow & White

Manish Kumar
Arora is a 
renowned KP 
Astrologer, 
Numerologist, 
Tarot Reader and 
Vastu Consultant. 
He will be with 
Touriosity Travel-
mag to 
bring to our 
readers monthly 
predictions based 
on zodiac signs 
with special 
emphasis on travel 
predictions. Our 
readers can plan 
their tours accord-
ingly. He can be 
reached at man-
ish@manishas-
trologer.com
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We had to leave for Baratang Island, known for the lime stone 
cave, sharp at 3.00 a.m. in order to be ahead in the queue to 
get the necessary permits to pass through the Jarawa Reserve 
of Jiratang. Only fifty tourist vehicles are given permit to pass 
through this reserve. Moreover, the vehicles are also loaded onto 
a barge for transshipment from Jiratang to Baratang which too 
has a limited capacity.

On completion of the official formalities, our vehicle proceeded 
through the forests of Jiratang. I came across a signboard put by 
the Island authorities which read ‘Jiratang Jarawa Reserve’. It is 

interesting to note that the forest area is reserved for human set-
tlement, unlike all other forest reserves in the country that are for 
animal habitation. Taking photos of any person from the Jarawa 
tribe that we crossed on the way was prohibited and we were 
warned against doing this beforehand. The penalty for violation, 
we were told, may go up to Rs. 10,000 and may even lead to 
imprisonment for up to ten years. 

By the time we started our journey towards Baratang it was 
already dawn. After almost twenty minutes of drive the vehicle 
slowed down a bit. We saw a Jarawa family standing by the 
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road. The man had a long spear in his 
hand with bows and arrows hung on his 
shoulder, while the woman was carrying 
a little baby in her arms. They waited for 
the vehicle to pass so they could cross the 
road. 

The Jarawas hunt pig, turtle, fish (includ-
ing striped catfish-eel and toothed pony 
fish) and crabs with bows and arrows in 
the coral-fringed reefs. They also gather 
fruits, wild roots, tubers and honey. The 
tribes of these islands have been shrouded 
in mystery as we have always been curious 
to learn about their habitat, way of living 
and their reaction on seeing us, the so 
called ‘civilised people’ from the mainland. 
We are keen to see how much different 
they are from us or how much similarity 
we have. As the Jarawa couple waited for 
our vehicle to pass, I observed that they 
were least bothered about our presence. 
But I guess they would have certainly 
reacted if any moves were made towards 
them, like attempting to click their photos 
or trying to draw their attention by mak-
ing any sound. 

Floating in splendid isolation, east of the 
Indian mainland, is the archipelago of 556 
emerald islands, islets and rocks known as 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Out of 
these islands only 37 are inhabited. These 
islands shimmer like emeralds in the Bay 
of Bengal and hence are also known as 
the Emerald Islands. Some of these islands 

are inaccessible and in some entry is prohib-
ited. For centuries these islands have been 
shrouded in mystery because of their inac-
cessibility. The British, under the East India 
Company, had established their first colony 
here in 1789 and the first penal settlement 
in 1858. The islands were constituted into a 
Union Territory post Indian independence. 
Even today many islands have been set aside 
as restricted zones to let the Stone Age 
tribes inhabiting them live in peace with their 
cultures impact. 

According to mythology the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands are a part of the Himalayas. 
It is said that Mainaka, the son of Himalaya, 
originally had wings and could fly freely in 
the sky during his early days. Indra, the king 
of gods, got his wings clipped. With the help 
of Vayu, the God of Wind, Mainaka reached 
the southern sea and sank into its depths. 
Since then he has dwelt underwater. When 
Hanuman was searching for Sita, and was 
flying above the sea, the ocean asked Main-
aka to rise up and give Hanuman a place to 
rest for a while. After all, it was Vayu, Hanu-
man’s father that had helped Mainaka find 
his resting place in the southern sea. At his 
bidding, Mainaka rose up out of the water, 
and requested Hanuman to rest on him. But 
Hanuman declined saying that he was on a 
mission for Shri Rama and would not rest un-
til the same was accomplished. Disappoint-
ed, Mainaka sank back into the depths of 
the ocean again. The Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands is believed to be Mainaka submerged 
in the Bay of Bengal. The name Andaman is 
believed to have been derived from Hanu-
man’s Malay name ‘Handuman’. 

1. The Havelock Island; 

2. Illustration of an Onge couple. The 

Onges are one of the many tribes of the 

Andamans;

3. Illustration of Jarawa women;

4. Illustration of Jarawa men in the middle 

of a hunting/fishing scene.

(illustrations 2-4 have been done by Joaquin 

Gonzalez Dorao)
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Despite being located more than 
a thousand kilometres from 
mainland India, the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands represent 
a mini India. People of all 
faiths, being Hindus, Muslims, 
Christians, Sikhs and Jains 
representing linguistic communi-
ties like Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, 
Malayalam, Telegu, Punjabi and 
Nicobari live together in com-
plete peace and harmony here. 
Inter-religion and inter-regional 
marriages are common here. 

I first saw the Andamans as a 
child in a Bengali movie by the 
master film-maker Tapan Sinha. 
The movie titled ‘Sabuj Dwiper 
Raja’ was based on a story by 
Bengali poet and novelist Sunil 
Gangopadhyay. The pictorial 
representation of the islands in 
the movie left me mesmerised 
and got forever etched in mem-
ory. Since then I have yearned 
to visit the islands some day. 
Finally in the early part of 2020 
the almighty was kind enough 
to fulfil my wishes. I was indeed 
lucky. And to add to that, dur-
ing our entire trip Indradev and 
Suryadev were kind enough to 
shower their blessings upon us. 
There was neither any cloud in 
the sky nor the scorching rays 
of the sun burnt upon us. It was 
pleasant as ever from day one 
to the last day. Based on my 
experience, I would suggest the 
months of December and Janu-
ary as the best period to visit the 
islands. 

We landed at Veer Savarkar 
International Airport, Port Blair 
in time. A person had come 
from the hotel to receive us at 
the Airport. At the hotel we had 
lunch and about two hours of 
rest post-lunch. 

The Cellular Jail 

In the late afternoon we set off 
to witness a historical monu-

ment, the Cellular Jail, a place which during the pre-inde-
pendence era was called Kaala Pani. The freedom fighters 
were subjected to severe punishment during their period 
of imprisonment here, which extended to more than ten 
years. Many could not endure the extreme physical and 
mental torture and perished. Many were hanged to death 
and some invited death by committing suicide. Inside the 
jail there are some models to showcase the various types 
of inhuman torture the prisoners were subjected to. A light 
and sound show is held for the visitors to give them an 
audio visual representation of the sufferings endured by the 
freedom fighters during those times. 

This jail has now become a tourist attraction. We made 
a tour around it. We came to know that back then there 
were no toilets or dormitories for the inmates; water 
provided was to be used for drinking as well as for washing 
and toilets. The cells were built in such a way as to prevent 
interaction between the inmates. This isolation of inmates 
in the cells led to the naming of the prison as ‘Cellular Jail’. 
The only opening, a small window for ventilation, was 
placed high up near the ceiling, about three metres from 
the floor. 

Initially at the Cellular Jail there were seven wings with 
a central tower serving as the fulcrum for the guards to 
keep a watch over the prison inmates. During World War-II 
the Japanese invaded the islands and took over the Jail. 
They demolished two wings out of the seven. The British 
re-occupied the islands after the World War-II and finally 
after independence two more wings were demolished. As a 
result, now only three wings and the central tower remain. 
These have been converted into a National Memorial. Visi-
tors from all across the country come to see this erstwhile 
prison. 

Port Blair

The capital city of Port Blair, 
named after Lieutenant Archibald 
Blair, who arrived here in 1789, 
is now a flourishing one. It is 
clean, has a beautiful coastline 
and all amenities are available 
for a smooth livelihood. At Port 
Blair I was really impressed to see 
the disciplined traffic movement 
and meet the friendly inhabitants 
of the island. Bengali speaking 
people forms the chunk here, the 
second largest community being 
the Tamil. There are people from 
other parts of the country settled 
here as well. But caste, creed and 
religion do not create any barrier 
here. 

The central market place of Port 
Blair is known as the Aberdeen 
Bazaar. In the middle of this 
market there is a Victory Clock 
Tower or Ghadi Ghar that was 
built in the memory of the Indian 
soldiers who died here during 
the First World War. The area is a 
commercial hub for the islanders. 
Just opposite to the Aberdeen 
dock one can see the Ross Island. 
There are speed boats plying 
regularly to the Ross Island and 
the North Bay Island on the north 
side of Port Blair. North Bay, also 
known as coral island, is known 
for underwater coral and rich 
marine life. This place is ideal for 
glass bottom boat rides for see-
ing corals and sea walk. 

Corbyn Cove Beach is the nearest 
to Port Blair and does have some 
water sports activity. Historical 
remains like Japanese Bunkers 
can be seen here. One of the 
important visiting points at Port 
Blair is the Anthropological 
Marine Museum, where one can 
learn more about the tribes of 
the Islands. It houses the models 
of the aborigines and their tools. 
In Samudrika Marine Museum 
one can see various types of sea 
fishes in large aquariums and 
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various types of corals on display. Another 
interesting place to visit is the Rajiv Gan-
dhi Water Sports Complex. It is a great 
spot for people who like to try a variety 
of adventure sports. Apart from the many 
options available here, scuba diving and 
snorkelling are undertaken at North Bay 
Island, Neil Island, Jolly Buoy and Red Skin 
Islands. 

My exploration of the islands began 
with a visit to Chidiya Tapu or Munda 
Hills located at the southern tip of the 
island. The sea here looks more like a 
strait or a wide river with some hillocks 
on the far side. People flock here to enjoy 

1. The Entrance to the Cellular Jail, a national 

heritage; 

2. The Cellular Jail;

3. A view of the Ross Island from the Cellular 

Jail;

4. The Aberdeen Bazar and Clock Tower of Port 

Blair.

the serene beauty and the lush green 
mangroves. There are dead tree trunks 
lying near the shore. The most beautiful 
thing here is the sunset view over the hills 
at a distance. Chidiya Tapu, as the name 
suggests, is a place for birding. In reality, 
however, this place is ever so crowded 
that it is difficult to view birds. Going 
deep into the forest for birding all alone 
is also not permitted. Left with no other 
option, I had to be satisfied with what I 
got at hand. 

Havelock Island

I was told that the Havelock and Neil 

islands are the most beautiful ones 
among all the islands here and so I was 
eagerly looking forward to my visit there. 
Havelock is about 50 kms (two hours’ 
voyage) from Port Blair. We boarded the 
cruise from Haddo Port, the main harbour 
at Port Blair, sharp at 9.00 a.m. The cruise 
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was an absolute delight to experience. Though there was no open 
deck, the windows were wide enough for good views outside. At 
Havelock, we were in for a lovely sunny noon and were thrilled at 
the sight of the colours of the sea. Neil Island was also visible from 
here. 

At Havelock we put up in a hotel close to the Radhanagar Beach. 
The backyard of the hotel was a vast coconut orchard and a little 
further away was a coral beach. On the coral beach were pools of 
crystal clear water where we could see plenty of marine life.

Havelock is endowed with bewitching sandy beaches, lush green 
forests and coral gardens. Radhanagar beach has been rated 
as the best and most sought after beach in Asia by the Times 
Magazine. Fringed with green canopy of rain forest, it beckons 
everyone to the azure sea. We spent the whole afternoon lazing 
on the beach. I also too took a dip in the sea and enjoyed the roll-
ing waves. At Havelock I could also do a lot of birding.
 
Neil Island

My next destination was Neil island, now renamed as Swaraj 
Dweep. It is called the vegetable bowl of the Andamans due 
to the rich produce from the vast agriculture here. The beauti-
ful beaches here are at Laxmanpur, Bharatpur and Sitapur. Early 
settlers named these beaches after the mythological characters 
of the Ramayana. The natural coral bridges are major attractions 
here. Quite surprisingly the early settlers, mainly from Bengal, 
have named them the ‘Howrah Bridge’. 

Neil is a very small island and can be covered within two hours. 
There is ample scope of photography here. One would find 
plenty of marine life on the sea shore itself. Water sports activities 
like scuba diving and snorkelling can also be done here. We went 
for a glass boat ride. A group of ten persons are allowed in each 
boat. The bottom is made of glass through which one can catch 
a glimpse of the wonderful underwater corals and other marine 
life. In Neil Island, the Bengalis have a unique way of celebrating 
their festivities and they take delight in showing the tourists their 
tradition and culture through folk dances and music. 

Ross Island

Named after Captain Daniel Ross, the Ross Island was renamed 
as Netaji Shubash Chandra Bose Dweep in 2018. It is a very small 
destination in the South Andaman district. It is located barely 5 
kms from the Water Sports Complex in Port Blair, making it one 
of most accessible islands to visit during a visit to the Andamans. 
While most of the attractions in the Andamans are famous 
mainly for beaches, Ross Island brings a bit of history to the table, 
making a visit here all the more interesting.

This Island was first occupied in 1782 and a sanatorium was built. 
Later it was used by the British as the Administrative Headquar-
ters for 85 years. During this time, a lot of important government 
offices were built by the British on this penal settlement, which 
were later abandoned after an earthquake in 1941. The ruins of 
these old buildings made by Indian prisoners are still present at 
Ross, textured by thick roots of peepal and serie trees that take us 
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back to an era, long gone yet still remem-
bered. Magnificent caves, the old church 
and grim history associated with this place 
gives out a unique vibe that can’t be found 
anywhere else in Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands. The whole experience is even more 
mesmerizing because of the protected for-
est around which is a sanctuary of a variety 
of birds and animals including peacocks 
and deer. Civilian settlement of any kind is 
prohibited in this island meaning that there 
is no place to stay at night here and so 
everyone must leave the island before dusk.

We left for Ross Island around 8.00 a.m. in 
the morning from the Aberdeen Dock at 
Rajiv Gandhi Water Sports Complex by a 
speed boat. It hardly takes ten minutes or 
so to arrive at Ross Island from Port Blair. 
On arrival at the jetty I found beautiful 
large and colourful fishes in the clear blue 

water there. The old Japanese bunkers are 
very close to the jetty and can be seen on 
arrival. Tickets have to be purchased during 
entry to the island and time is allotted to 
each tourist for completing the tour of the 
island. We were given little more than an 
hour’s time. There are battery operated 
vehicles to cover the whole island and drop 
you at the highest point from where a 360 
degree view is available. Here I spotted 
some colourful birds like the Andaman 
Green Pigeon and the Andaman Imperial 
Pigeon. 

Ross is a lovely little island for a short trip 
amidst the spotted deer and the shrieking 
calls of the peacocks. The ruins in the island 
show the luxurious life of Britishers after 
they occupied the Andamans. All opera-
tions in the islands, including the construc-
tion of Cellular Jail was overseen from 

this small island. There are some eateries 
operating here now. We relished some 
Kulfi at one. 

North Bay Island

This is one of the most popular destina-
tions in the Andamans. This island offers 
beautiful coral reefs to visitors. Activities 

1. Paragliding at Port Blair;

2. A glimpse of Port Blair city;

3. The Corbyn Cove;

4. The Marine Museum;

5. Chidiya Tapu; 

6. Sunrise at Havelock Island;

7. A pair of the endemic Andaman Pacific 

Swallow;

8. The Andaman Green Pigeon;

9. The very beautiful Radhanagar Beach at the 

Havelock Island.
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such as snorkelling, scuba diving, sea walking, glass-bottom boat 
ride and semi-submarine are available at the island. It offers more 
activities than that in the Havelock and Neil Island. One can also 
see here the lighthouse that is famously imprinted on the twenty 
rupee note. 

The sail on a speed boat from Ross to North Bay was a scary one. 
When we were in the mid-sea, sometimes the waves were so 
large that they almost drenched us all. Thankfully, we had our 
life-jackets on which helped keep our clothes dry. The boatman 
assured us that we would reach safely. But I must confess that I 
was a little scared. Out of the ten passengers on the boat there 
was a middle-aged couple, both of them being exceptionally 
heavy. As the boat kept tossing, I observed that it was a little 
more tilted on their side. Petrified, I asked the boatman, if it was 
a good idea to shift one of them to the other side for balancing 
the boat. He smiled at me and asked me to have trust on him. So 
I left it to the almighty to help us land safely. Thankfully we did!

At the island, we were given various water sports options. My 

1. Marine life;

2. Natural coral bridge;

3. A glimpse of the Ross Island;

4. Speed sail to Ross Island;

5. The mangroves of the Baratang Island; 

6. The North Bay Island;

7. The Water Distilling Plant at the Ross Island;

8. A Power House at Ross Island lying completely in ruins;

9. An old bakery now in ruins at Ross Island.
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daughter and niece opted for snorkelling while few others went 
for scuba diving. Being a loyal husband, I chose to remain by my 
wife. The truth is that none of us are good swimmers and I was 
happy clicking photos. 

Baratang Island

This island lies about 100 km north of Port Blair by road, in 
between South Andaman and Middle Andaman Islands. It is 
blessed with limestone caves, mud volcano, mangrove filled 
creeks and some beautiful sandy beaches. This was the most 
adventurous and the most interesting part of my Andaman trip. 
We had to leave our hotel at 3.00 a.m. in order to get the road 
permits to pass through Jiratang Jarawa Reserve. On arrival at 
Baratang Jetty we quickly purchased tickets for a speed boat 
ride to the limestone cave. It was a 40 minutes’ ride through the 
mangrove creeks. While passing through the mangroves I was 
having a feel of the Sundarbans.

One has to reach the cave by trekking for 15 minutes through 
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the forest and arrive at a 
village. I was surprised to 
know that only eight families, 
consisting of 45 people, live 
in this village. They also have 
some domestic animals. For 
any basic amenities they have 
to reach Baratang. And if not 
available there, then further 
away to Port Blair which 
meant almost three to four 
hours’ drive. These villag-
ers earn a living by selling 
coconut water, fruit juices and 
lemon water to the tourists. I 
came to know that the village 
is called Nayadera, meaning 
a new lair. The settlers here 
are not aborigines but have 
migrated here from Jharkhand 
and made this their new 
home, hence the name.
Our stay there for only a few 
hours cast a magic spell on us. 
It was like being transported 
to a wonderland. There were 
beautiful trees, mainly the Pa-
dauk for which the Andamans 
is well known. Then there 
were birds, wild flowers and 
of course the limestone cave, 
a splendid sight in this isolated 
island. The caves are lined up 
with stalagmites, stalactites 
and pillar rocks. The rock 
formation here and the pres-
ence of the limestone cave 
here proved the mythological 
connection of the Andamans 
to the Himalayas. 

Our trip came to an end with a 
visit to the Baratang Island. The 
next day we were scheduled to 
board our return flights.

Andamans is a destination 
which is very difficult to cover 
in one trip unless one comes 
with plenty of time and 
money. Since I came here with 
very little time in hand I could 
not cover many Islands like the 
Viper Island, Parrot Island near 
Baratang and also missed the 
mud volcanoes and Diglipur, 
the major attraction of which 

with the civilised people of the 
island. Their children are being 
imparted education and there 
are also regular medical camps 
for them. Yet, outsiders are 
strictly prohibited from clicking 
their photos while passing 
through the Jarawa Reserve 
at Jiratang. As compared to 
them, a primitive tribe living 
in an isolated island near the 

we were back at home. 
Daily routine started 
once again, only to be 
interrupted a sometime 
later by the dreaded Novel 
Coronavirus, COVID-19. 
As it started spreading its 
tentacles within India, up 
came a complete lockdown. 
During the long lockdown 
period I started to jot down 
my Andaman memoirs. The 
virus has given us a lesson, 
to treat Mother Nature with 
care. Animals and birds 
of the planet have to be 
given their due share on the 
earth. By the time this story 
of the islands comes out in 
print, the effect of the virus 
would have reduced further 
ushering a new phase of 
life on this earth.  

Travel tips

Food

We had opted for non-veg-
etarian meals. A plate full 
of seafood was served daily 
at all islands we stayed in. 
Although I had experience 
of seafood, but here in the 
Andamans, it was extremely 
delicious. Each day we 
had a different variety of 
seafood, like fishes, crabs 
and squid.

Essentials

Wearing of life jackets on 
speed boats all over the An-
daman and Nicobar Islands 
is compulsory. It is better 
for visitors to use water 
proof sandals in the islands 
instead of shoes since one 
cannot avoid wetting the 
feet.
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is the Ross and Smith Islands. 
These two islands are conjoined 
during high tide and get sepa-
rated during low tide. The Bar-
ren Island, the only live volcano 
in India is restricted for all. 

Of all the primitive tribes of 
the islands the Jarawas are the 
most accessible. They are no 
more hostile towards main-
land people. In fact, they are 
now being trained to mingle 

Andamanese and the Onges, 
who along with the Jarawas 
and the Sentinelese are of 
Negrito origin. The tribes of 
Nicobar group of islands, the 
Nicobarese and the Shompens, 
are of Mongoloid origin. 

Back to base

After a four-hour flight journey 

North Andamans, called the 
Sentinelese, are extremely 
hostile towards civilised people. 
They do not allow entry of 
ships or boats near their island. 
About 3 years back this tribe 
was in the news. An American 
Evangelist John Allen Chau had 
dared to enter the island only 
to be killed in the hands of the 
Sentinelese people. The other 
tribes of the Andaman group 
of islands include the Great 

1. Inside the limestone cave at 

Baratang;

2. On the way to Limestone 

Cave, Baratang.
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